VARSITY SOCCERISTS MEET MONTCLAIR A THIRD TIME IN THIRD ROUND

In the third game of the Red and Blue Gridiron, 40 strong, an invade New Haven for clash with Bulldog.

The Junior Varsity will receive attention this morning in the second half.

Pennsylvania will not play Yale next year. Pennsylvania will not play Yale in 1926.

Gates re-elected to head fund committee

"Lou" Young and "Joe" Willson Address Endowment Work at Football Banquet

Pennsylvania to follow Yale next year. Pennsylvania students do not dislip any list bands or others evident either. New Hams is in or about the town of Pennsylvania.

RALLY TO WEAKEN CUSHION ON DUCAT

Reactor confident of victory

The current need and required of the Pennsylvania Undergraduate Committee and the following of the University students to end the campaign to follow Yale in 1926.

The Junior Varsity will receive attention this morning in the second half.

Rally to weaken cushion on ducat

Pennsylvania to follow Yale next year. Pennsylvania students do not dislip any list bands or others evident either. New Hams is in or about the town of Pennsylvania.

Red and blue gridiron warriors, 40 strong, have been elected as the color leaves for Montclair.

The Junior Varsity will receive attention this morning in the second half.

Pennsylvania will not play Yale next year. Pennsylvania will not play Yale in 1926.

Gates re-elected to head fund committee

"Lou" Young and "Joe" Willson Address Endowment Work at Football Banquet

Pennsylvania to follow Yale next year. Pennsylvania students do not dislip any list bands or others evident either. New Hams is in or about the town of Pennsylvania. The current need and required of the Pennsylvania Undergraduate Committee and the following of the University students to end the campaign to follow Yale in 1926.

The Junior Varsity will receive attention this morning in the second half.

Pennsylvania will not play Yale next year. Pennsylvania will not play Yale in 1926.
Cate Young
1004 CHESTNUT ST.

Best American and Chinese Restaurant

Daily Lunch 50c. Table d'Hote $1.00

JACOB REED'S SONS
Open from 11 A.M. to 1 A.M.

M. GELLER
Collegiate Suits & O'Gours Fashions
CUSTO\D MADE CLOTHING 7 NORTH 40TH STREET


JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

Halloween Costumes

ARTST-Roll Calves
QUALITY SERVICE

HALLOWEEN

COSTUMES

Dougherty's Sport Shop
420 S. 52nd St. Open Every Day

THE COPPER KETTLE
3433 Walnut St.
LUNCHROOM. DINNER 75c
Chicken Waffle Dinner Wednesday and Saturday

First Class Service at Moderate Prices

Arthur Laws
CATERER
236 S. 42nd St.
Bell Phone Under Management of Schneider Bros

Woodrow Speaker at Second of Zelosophic Receptions

John will hold the second of his three receptions for Freshmen and other undergraduates who are interested in literary work this evening. The attendance at last week's reception was very satisfactory and it is hoped that the committee in charge that the men will avail themselves of the opportunity of becoming better acquainted with one of the oldest of University institutions.

As the chief speaker for the evening the society has obtained Mr. Graham C. Woodard, a prominent Philadelphia lawyer and an ex-student of Zelos. Zelos Club has been secured as another feature on the evening's program.

PHILo WILL HOLD
TRYOUTS TONIGHT

Continued from Page One

In the past, membership in Phi has been restricted to fifty men. During the past few years, however, the number of applications for membership has so greatly eclipsed the number of vacancies left that graduating members are no longer interested in participating in the society. In order to make membership unlimited, the committee is hopeful that over 7000 Yale tickets will sell out.

BEN L. CARROLL

69th @ Market Sts.

OVERTONE

Unrivalled for their style - The cut and make marks our clothes with that "College Individuality".
THE EMIGRATION BEGINS

Today the giant campus is beginning. Most of the Pennsylvania undergraduate body along with many of the alumni will travel toward the Mecca which is geographically called New Haven, either today or tomorrow, or on a future date when their plans are made. It is a novel state of mind which prompts a student to stay behind the team until the ultimate victory. It is a spirit which characterised the "We've Got to Beat Cornell" campaign of two years ago. It is an indomitable spirit which makes the cheering section to stay behind the team until the final whistle and urges it on to an ultimate victory. It is the spirit which conquers.

The alumni is also enthusiastic over the prospects of the Yale big game. It will no doubt give them an opportunity to see the quality of the two teams. The alumni will be run on all railroads which can gain access to New Haven or in another way, in the large trains.

Saturday will be a banner day in Pennsylvania history, and the outcome of the contest will be watched with great interest in all parts of the country. We wish, whether in New Haven or watching the "Gridiron" account of the game at the Sydney Tech, a large proportion of the spirit and "vote on" because WE MUST BEAT YALE.

NOW FOR THE DUES

In today's issue, The Pennsylvania publishes the complete personnel of the committee in charge of collecting class dues from members of the Class of 1927. After some consultation of this pestilently serious class problem, it was decided to form a committee of the responsible members of the Junior Class best calculated to work out the solution of Twenty-seven. Whether this body will be successful in securing their committee from their present lethargy only time will tell, but in our opinion a campaign organized by them should prove the most adequate and effective method of dealing with the situation.

The formation of a committee does not obliterate the fact that the payment of the assessment is an individual problem. Every man in Twenty-seven must come to realize, as do others, that the class must resolve itself into a committee of the whole in order to make the dues widespread and effective. If one man decides to strike out on his own, as many have up to the present writing, the class will fall short in its goal to that extent. Multiply the individual example by five hundred and you have a situation manifestly impossible of being solved.

It is a novel state of mind which prompts a student to give up his franchise and to dissolve his membership in the class for the sake of the equivalent of a football ticket. It is especially true when a class includes so many that they block the formation of plans for the impending Junior Week festivities.

The Committee is organized. Possibly their efforts will meet with more success than in previous years. However, one thing is certain. The whole campaign will be unsuccessful and the Thanksgiving Week festivities will lose their traditional glimmer if the individual members of 1927 do not readily and voluntarily respond to this final effort to redeem the good name of the class.
WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA
THE BEST THEATERS, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

B. F. KEITHS THEATRE
CHESTNUT AND TWELETH STS.
PLAYING ONLY SUPERVAUDEVILLE

WEEK OF OCTOBER 12th
Exclusive Engagement of Our Own Nona Miss Nora Bays The International Singer of Songs
WM. NEWELL & ELSA MOST In "The Lost Dance"
Jean Belohl & Co.—Carl McCullough—Arthur Astor—Rosemary—Carroll—Marcello.

FOR PENNSYLVANIAN MEN
THE PENNSYLVANIAN
DANCEANT
1723 CHESTNUT STREET
Philadelphia’s Only Centrally Located College Studio
For a Good Night’s Fun
MUSIC “ORIGINAL PENNSYLVANIAN RAMBLERS”
DANCING
Every Tuesday, Friday and Saturday Evenings
Popular Saturday Matinee

Clean
YELLOW CABS
are clean—they are washed inside and out every day.

B. F. KEITHS THEATRE
Comedy songs and dances are the predominant features of the exceptionally strong bill of opera corns that will be presented at B. F. Keith’s Theatre during the week of October 12th. The program is made up entirely of offerings to be seen exclusively in this theatre and with few exceptions the acts are all new to the city.

Headliner distinction is given to Raymond, known as the “Blue Streak” of Yankee who is a regular feature here each year and one of the most popular stage personalities on the Keith Alive Circuit. Personality, individuality and popularity form the keynote. Raymond’s reputation second to none on the American stage. The speed with which she sings her songs and cursed herself (the title of “Blue Streak” is in his way with her change from need to need, from pathos to comedy and back and in this way she gives to each song a touch of originality possessed by no other singer.

She will have a marvellous of new songs to sing her and will be assisted on the piano by Mildred Lund.

A special added attraction will be Ernest Bubli, one of the season’s brightest and newest stars, a young and versatile colman who makes his first appearance in this theatre in a comedy role, called “A Clever Tailor.”

He will be supported by May Coca, a clever comedienne with a fine voice and a company of Broadway players who help Raymond keep her at right place from start to finish.

AT THE STANLEY
"Graustark" has come to life! The magic picture of intrigue and romance which flowed freely from the pen of B. F. Keith with the colors of reality, and Graustark, George Barr McCutcheon has given us into the kingdom, and the story lives upon the screen. And it is fitting that all films have a goal. Norma Talmadge should appear in the starring role as the lovely and beautiful Princess Helene. The picture will have its first showing at the Stanley Theatre the week of October 12th, with a big surrounding program, including special music by the Stanley Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Graham Harris, pianist conductor.

The presentation of "Graustark" is particularly notable in three things: First, that it takes Norma Talmadge out of the character roles which won her acclaim in "Secrets" and "The Lady" and brings her once more to her altitudes in the lovely, romantic, romantic character which she has more religiously followed through "the Magdalen" and "Run for the Roses." "Graustark" is everybody knows, the forerunner of a series of McCutcheon screen sagas centered in the tiny, romantic and partly mythical kingdom which presents a picture to the world.

WANTED
Artistic styling and the character roles which won her acclaim in "Secrets" and "The Lady" and brings her once more to her altitudes in the lovely, romantic, romantic character which she has more religiously followed through "the Magdalen" and "Run for the Roses." "Graustark" is everybody knows, the forerunner of a series of McCutcheon screen sagas centered in the tiny, romantic and partly mythical kingdom which presents a picture to the world.

ALL SILK TRIMINGS

The Phantom of the Opera
LON CHANEY
Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry
NOW—THRILLING, AMAZING, DELIGHTING
Caudry Crowns
Aldine Theatre
194th and Chestnut

The Lowest Rate in Philadelphia
Yellow Cab Locust 3200

Clothing of the better type while reasonably priced, but where price does not interfere with quality and tailoring.

2 weeks delivery on all orders

WILLIAM R. McCUTCHEN
IMPORTING TAILORS
3425 Walnut Street

Stanley Theatre
19th & Market Streets
NEXT WEEK—One of Any Year’s Greatest Pictures
Joseph M. Schenck
Presents
NORMA TALMADGE
IN A MODERN VERSION OF Graustark
George Barr McCutcheon’s Famous American Love Story with
Eugene O’Brien
A First National Picture
Directed by GRAHAM formerly of the CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK.

STANLEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
FOR PENNSYLVANIA MEN
NORMA TALMADGE
IN A MODERN VERSION OF Graustark
George Barr McCutcheon’s Famous American Love Story with
Eugene O’Brien
A First National Picture
Directed by GRAHAM formerly of the CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK.

LOCAL ATTRACTIONS
NEWS, COMEDY AND OTHER FILMS

A wonderful love story, woven in the mold of some of the best thrillers ever produced—a thrilling mystery told Mildred "Graustark"—is this "The Phantom of the Opera," Lon Chaney’s successor to "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which received a tremendous success at the Alhambra Theatre last week, and which enters upon the second week of its engagement there tomorrow. This Universal picture shows a new Lon Chaney in a new type of role—a further told to burdens of titanic magnificence. Gorgeous costumes, brilliant production, filmed in original colors in the largest scenes ever made for a motion picture—these vie with the dina and serial collars under Paris, where the Phantom-haunted city holds ghostly sway. It is beautiful—in spots. It is grotesque—in spots. Its mystery lures and its spectacles stuns. Its thriller keeps one breathless. It is something new—and something very amazing.

A wonderful love story, woven in the mold of some of the best thrillers ever produced—a thrilling mystery told Mildred "Graustark"—is this "The Phantom of the Opera," Lon Chaney’s successor to "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which received a tremendous success at the Alhambra Theatre last week, and which enters upon the second week of its engagement there tomorrow. This Universal picture shows a new Lon Chaney in a new type of role—a further told to burdens of titanic magnificence. Gorgeous costumes, brilliant production, filmed in original colors in the largest scenes ever made for a motion picture—these vie with the dina and serial collars under Paris, where the Phantom-haunted city holds ghostly sway. It is beautiful—in spots. It is grotesque—in spots. Its mystery lures and its spectacles stuns. Its thriller keeps one breathless. It is something new—and something very amazing.

Fall showing of fine woolsens and cashmeres
Suits $40

Advancing show of fine heavy overcoats
$50.00

Tuxedo Coat & Pants $40.00

All Silk Trimings

FALL SHOWING

2 weeks delivery on all orders
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For Price - Style - Quality
better stop at the good old dependable
CAMPUS SHOP
360-51 Woodland Avenue
one of the fourteen

FRATERNITY HOUSES
APARTMENTS
Furnished Rooms our specialty
EDWARD T. BINNS
407 CHESTNUT STREET

Confidence

TO BE AT EASE ON ALL OCCASIONS ONE NEEDS CORRECT ATTIRE.
WE ARE OFFERING A SPLENDID COLLECTION OF MATERIALS TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PARTICULAR DRESSER, FOR THOSE INFORMAL AND INFORMAL AFFAIRS, TAILORED IN THE BEST FASHION, AT POPULAR PRICES.
WE CORDially INVITE AN EARLY INSPECTION TO ASSURE YOU THAT OUR FACILITIES ARE BETTER THAN EVER.

L. R. ERMILIO & Company
1117 Walnut Street

SCHOOLL AND SEITZ
Pennsylvania Hotel Barber Shop
The Most Sanitary Equipped Shop on the Campus
Downtown Shop
402 Chestnut St.

Clothes Pressed Right

FASHION TAILOR
CLEANERS AND DYERS
27th and Chestnut Streets

THE DIXIE COFFEE SHOPPE
1800 SPRUCE STREET
Luncheon - Midnight: Dinner
11:30 to 2 5:30 to 7:30
Special Rates to Fraternity

ACE FRUIT & PRODUCE
1500 South 58th Street
Woodland 1426

Special Rates to Fraternity

The Loyal Hand

collegiate tuxedoes

"Clothes built to your individuality"

The Loyal Hand

1840 Market St.
New Market St.

B.K. MEYERS 1840 MARKET ST.

The Loyal Hand Laundry

2711 Spruce Street

"Soiled and Damaged" Sat. 6 to 10 P.M.

The Loyal Hand

WARRIORS INVADE NEW HAVEN

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1920

PAUL HAYES AND Son

4TH AD MARKET STREET

West Philadelphia, PA

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

RED AND BLUE GRIDIRON
WARRIORS INVADE NEW HAVEN

Confident from Page One

before the El squad took possession of the gridiron.
A long pressing practice started off the afternoon, so that the backs could become
acquainted with the air currents in the huge stadium. Following this, the team
was drilled in various formations which served to help the Red and Blue players
acquaint themselves with the turf. A long signal drill concluded the workout.

When the Varsity lined up for this drill, Captains Joe Wilson was back at its
position at left tackle. In Wednesday's workout his place was taken by
Ike and his presence in the forenoon's

indicates that he will be in the game against the El team when the
opening whistle blows on Saturday.

Back Pike still had a place at quarter

but before the afternoon's workout was fi-

led Ike and But Ike was back at its old position

which player will start is a matter

of uncertainty, but that But Ike will

start is certain. The backfield was the

same that started and played throughout the entire Brown game and unless some

unexpected shift is made in the last min-

ute the quartet composed of Hill, Rog-

ers, Field, and Kreus will start again

the Bulldog.

Following the intensive drill the team

may try to the Yale squad, and the trip

back to Derby was made. A short black

signal drill will be carried out in the

Pennsylvania squad tonight and a little

light exercise will be allowed tomorrow.

Photo drill for the Red and Blue squad going to the bowl again will be

arranged for the next polishing up for the big clash.

From the enthusiasm and confidence that radiates around New Haven and its

surroundings, it is apparent that the building

confident Yale squad will be unable

in a task that no other team has
time for two years. Yale feels confident in the
every one of their first major contest of

this season.

The day of the game, the Red and

Blue will have breakfast at the Bowl

Hotel, but the Pennsylvania squad

who are trying to secure a country club somewhere around the Bowl for luncheon on Satur-

day so that the players will not have to

to travel immediately before the con-

fident. The entire party will have its

in at the Bowl within an hour after

the game ends and will arrive back in Philadelphia before midnight. Sunday.
The Yale cup, although deprived by

the loss of Captain Joe, feels almost
certain that victory will be theirs. In

the matter of reserve material the Blue

cup is even better supplied than the Red and

Blue. Two complete teams and three

backfield of almost equal strength are

ready and ready to take the field against Pennsylvania.

Ted Jones said, "We ex-

pect to have plenty of trouble with Penn-

sylvania, but I have a wealth of materials

and the team is in fine fettle."

ESTABLISH FOREST

PRESERVE AT YALE

200 acres of land in the Bay Trucks Memorial tract, near the Yale golf course,

have been set aside as a preserve for the native plant and animal life of the

region. The Memorial tract was presented to the New Haven institution by

Mrs. Tottenham as a memorial to her hus-

band, who was one of the most famous

athletes ever to wear the Yale Blue.

The preserve will be used for field

studies and instruction by the depart-

ments of botany, zoology and forestry.

The extensive tract has been under ex-

cellent care for a long while. At one

time it was used as a game preserve

and elk, and the wire fences which

confined the animals still stand

now. The outlet, Dana H. S.,

媒體 that the Yale Forestry School said

of the animals, which were of great

interest to the biologist, and within easy reach of the

forest school, and that the students will have the

opportunities for research and for class

work in the field.

Jewelry Repairing Engraving Wax Seal Count
Why Be Late for Class?

WATCH REPAIRING
ROGER F. PRICE
West Philadelphia
3617 WOODLAND AVE. Above the
Campus Detective. — Second Floor

PENNSYLVANIA MEN
A REAL PLACE TO EAT

FLINTS
Patronized by P. of P. Men

Where a dollar buys 3 home cooked
meals a day

ROOM AND BOARD IF DESIRED
336 CHESTNUT ST.

The Loyal Hand Laundry

2711 Spruce Street

Mending and Darning Four

Best Work on the Campus

Ennis Pharmacy

3457 Walnut St.

VARIETY PHARMACY
STUDENT STORES

EVEN FACILITY OFFERED TO STUDENT
AND FRATERNITY ACCOUNTS

Ennis Pharmacy

3457 Walnut St.

VARIETY PHARMACY
STUDENT STORES

"Clothes built to your individuality"

The Loyal Hand

"Soiled and Damaged" Sat. 6 to 10 P.M.

The Loyal Hand

B.K. MEYERS 1840 MARKET ST.

The Loyal Hand

2711 Spruce Street

W.E. MOORE OPTICIAN
CHESNUT PL. PHIL.

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3433 Walnut Street

E. J. SPRINGER OPTICAL CO.
OPTOMETRISTS AND MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

3437 Walnut St.
VARIETY PHARMACY
STUDENT STORES

Many Satisfied Customers on Campus
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MOVING PICTURES
USED BY EDUCATORS

Hiring pictures are being put to use by the faculty of Penn State University, where the films are being used to augment the instruction facilities.

The New Jersey institution is one of the first colleges to apply this method of teaching to any of its courses. The instructor declares that the latter part of last week in the classes dealing with "The History of the American Colonies," "Jefferson," "Buffalo Bill," "The Revolution," and "The Rise of the French Republic," the students were introduced to the life of the early settlers in Virginia. It is one of the series of historical screen productions known as "The Chronicles of America." The series, which is the work of the Department of History at Yale, is required to be the best kind because of its accuracy and detail. Other films in the group are entitled "The Pilgrims," "Peter Stuyvesant," "The Gateway to the West," and "The Eve of the Revolution."

SEVERAL of the smaller colleges of the Middle West have tried out this idea with some success. It is estimated by well-known educators that, if the use of films in college classes were as general as it is here, the process would be 85 per cent more effective than the class and textbook system used at present by some of our colleges.

SPLENDID RESTAURANT
3645 Woodland Ave.

Good Food, Properly Prepared
Moderate Prices

EVERY DAY IN 500,000 HOMES

Truefrother's
Fine Bread is Served
Fresh From Ovens

Save Your Hair! Thousands Face Baldness and Don't Know It!

ITCHY SCALP
DANDRUFF
FALLING HAIR
ARE THE SIGNS OF APPROACHING BALDNESS

THE THOMAS' 10th Floor—Colonial Trust Bldg.
13th and Market Streets

LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT ST.

TOWER'S FISH BRAND
COLLEGE COATS
SNAPPY, SERVICEABLE WATERPROOFs
ALL THE GO WITH COLLEGE MEN
EIGHT SUITS PRESSED $.25
3427 WOODLAND AVENUE BILLARD TABLES IN REAR

ASK FOR WEEKLY RATES

This is not a bank. But you can save your money by eating at the
PACELLETTES
3427 WOODLAND AVENUE

Sun Cleaners & Dyers
DYE PRESS PRESSED $1.25
GIVE US A TRIAL
3764 SPRUCE STREET

FRESHMEN, SOPHIOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES
Do You Know?

HOW TO STUDY
The Students' Handbook of Pragmatics of Effective Study

WILLIAM ALLEN BROWN

What is the value of study? How much of the material you read and hear in class is
remembered? How much of what you read and hear in class will be of use to you in the future?

RECOMMENDED FOR ALL STUDENTS...THE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK OF

THE TECHNIQUES OF EFFECTIVE STUDY

SOME OF THE TOPICS COVERED

1. Scholastic Shortcuts in Effective Study
2. Outlining
3. Note-Making
4. How to Make and Use Class Notes
5. How to Take Lecture and Reading Notes
6. Tests and Standards of
   a. Accuracy
   b. Effectiveness
   c. Efficiency
   d. Manaagement
   e. Analysis
   f. Evaluation

WARNING: DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OR COPY IN ANY WAY THE HANDBOOK OR ANY PORTIONS THEREOF WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE PUBLISHER.

WHY YOU NEED THIS GUIDE

"It is idle to talk of the value of study if we neglect the art of learning how to study.

"For study is divided into two parts:

1. The art of learning how to study.
2. The art of learning what to study.

The first is the more important."

WILLIAM ALLEN BROWN

Why You Need This Guide

"It is a great mistake to suppose that great ability is the result of much study. Ability is the result of study."

"To study is to work just as if you were working on a delicate apparatus, or in a chemical laboratory."

WILLIAM ALLEN BROWN

You Need This Intelligent Assistance

CLIP -->

TODAY

AND MAIL

Ye University Men
COME ONE

ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
WINE
THIEL'S

DRINKS

3643 WALNUT STREET

OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT

We beg to announce the Opening of the UNIVERSITY SHOE SHOE SHOP
AT 3419 WALNUT AVENUE.

Best white oak leather—used—give us a trial and be convinced

WORK DONE WHILE YOU WAIT

Full line of Shoe Lacets, Polish and Brushes

ROBERT KASEY

Robert Dining Room

"A Real Home Cooked Meal"

BREAKFAST 1 to 9 LUNCHEON 12 to 2 DINNER 5 to 12 to 12
36c. to 75c.

TABLE BOARD
PERSONAL SUPERVISION OF MRS. H. A. ROBERTS

TO BE HELD WEDNESDAY . . . . in the University Men's Dining Room, 3126 CHESTNUT STREET

FRIEDRICH'S "Full Dress" keeps the hair "smooth"

.... "Learn on Shaving Cream" keeps the face "smooth"

Bieg's Egg Shampoo Cream is "an oath"

FRIEDRICH - FRIEDRICH CO.

A Short Cut to Accurate Information

Here is a companion for our hours of reading and study that will prove its real value every time you consult it. A wealth of ready information on words, people, place, is instantly yours in

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE

The Best Abbreviated Dictionary—Based upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL

106,000 words with definitions, etymologies, pro-

1,700 illustrations. Includes dic-

nunciation and use in 1,250 pages. tionary of biography and gene-

L.300 illustrations. Includes dic-

Printed on Bible Paper.

To see it at your College Bookstore or Write for information to the

G. & C. Merriam Co.
Springfield, Mass.
THE PENNSYLVANIAN PICTORIAL SUPPLEMENT

SOME OF THE OUTSTANDING PLAYERS ON THE YALE UNIVERSITY football team, which meets Pennsylvania today at New Haven. Reading from left to right: Bradley, end; Root, guard; Captain June, tackle; Allen, halfback, and Pepe, end.

CLARK CRAIG
Head Coach of the Freshmen football team.

"AL" KRUZ
whose kicking and all-around play were outstanding features in the Pennsylvania-Brown game of last Saturday.

FRANK DE WIEDEN
who is assisting in the coaching of the junior football squad.
JOHN WRIGHT
who was chosen Vice-President of the Senior Class in a recent election.

JACK KEFFER, OF THE BROWN UNIVERSITY TEAM
who due to his fine playing in last Saturday's game won the admiration of all Pennsylvania roots.

"CHARLIE" DECON, HALF-BACK OF THE BROWN TEAM
Decon's plucky fighting in the last quarter of the Pennsylvania Brown game was a great stimulus to his team, and prevented Pennsylvania from scoring in that quarter.

Looking Ahead

A great man once said, "Be not the first on which the new is tried nor yet the last to lay the old aside."

Our haberdashery looks ahead, but NOT too far.
PENNSYLVANIA'S NEWLY INSTALLED TENNIS COURTS
These courts on River Field are at present the scene of the Annual Fall Tennis Tournament.

Declare War on Yale!!
WEAR JEWELRY WITH THE COLLEGE INSIGNIA!!!
Most Reasonable Prices On The Campus
For University Seal Jewelry And Novelties
RITZ JEWELERS
3409 WAlNUT St.

REED - TUX
$55.00
A Tuxedo at $55.00 which upholds Reed's requirements in fabric quality, style and tailoring is something that is well worth your attention. "Reed-Tux" is made of a fine Unfinished Wistered in a new diamond weave. It is perfectly tailored, is exact in its thorough good style and the price of $55.00 is easily the best value in the city.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-1426 Chestnut Street
and
THE STUDENT'S SHOP
37th & Woodland Ave.

ON GREATER FRANKLIN FIELD
SUPPLEE ICE CREAM
WILL BE SERVED
and
AT THE TRAINING TABLE
GOLD MEDAL MILK
BOTH ARE UNEXCELLED
SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES

ON GREATER FRANKLIN FIELD
SUPPLEE ICE CREAM
WILL BE SERVED
and
AT THE TRAINING TABLE
GOLD MEDAL MILK
BOTH ARE UNEXCELLED
SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES
A SCENE AT THE BROWN FOOTBALL RALLY
Captain "Joe" Willson predicts victory for the Pennsylvania team prior to the departure for Providence.

E. N. ROBINSON
Head Coach of the Brown University football team.

PRIDE NOT PREJUDICE
Our Advertisers represent the finest types in their particular fields.
YOU will find that their service and merchandise are just what you desire. Patronize them.
We are proud of them.

Walk-Over

$10
Top Grade Russian Calfskin. Oversize single sole with storm welt

How much too good can a shoe be made?
Your own eyes tell you that this is a mighty good looking shoe. What you can't see is Walk-Over quality. That's the better leather, better fit and better workmanship that makes Walk-Overs feel better, walk further, and stay good longer. If any shoe can be made better than it need be, a Walk-Over shoe is it.

Harper's Walk-Over Shoes
1022 Chestnut Street
1228 Market Street

Browning King & Co.

A TRIP abroad and a close study of London styles preceded the "Londoner" Model. The coat is notably short, graduating gracefully down from the breadth in the shoulders to the snugness at the hips. In lapel length, pocket positions and every fine detail, our English Designers have here duplicated the London mode of the moment.

The Hat illustrated is the new Browning King "Londoner" for Fall

1524-26 Chestnut Street
TWENTY-FOUR STORES IN TWENTY-ONE CITIES